
BUSINESS PLAN BUSINESS HEALTH CLUB

Corporate Fitness health club business plan executive summary. Corporate Fitness is a service-oriented, start-up
business based on the belief that healthy.

The objective is to become profitable within the first three months and to grow at a quick but manageable
pace. The day spa and fitness centre plans also have their summaries. At Corporate Fitness, we tie worker
productivity directly to the health care issue. The nearest competitor offering gym facilities is 7 miles from our
proposed site. If they live in Nairobi or nearby, the site will recommend our website, which gives the customer
everything they need to join our club. In times like this, you have to deal with more demand than you can
handle. The club might not have the right amenities that the members are expecting. This website will be
advertised in all of our promotional materials. Ownership and Employees If you are the sole owner of the
health club, you will not have any ownership problems. Aden will contract with an accountant for accounting
services. The Competitive Environment BlueSilver is targeting busy professionals aged between 18 and 45,
parents of pre-school children and people who need the use of an extensive health club. Be Ready for Problem
of Plenty Some owners also struggle with the problem of plenty where their business will do better than they
expect it to. Our business is based on two simple facts: Healthy employees are more productive than
chronically ill employees. Use of proper language to all types of customers when serving them, this include
customers who pay in advance and loyal. All staff members who will be hired will hold a BuffUp Level 1
certification. There is no reason why you should not succeed if you set your mind to it and prepare adequately.
Our monthly objective is to generate at least 20 new members. Since they feel that it is a place where people
relate to, they tend to take it in a more personal way. Clients can use the website to set an appointment with a
specific trainer if they have already begun personal training, or they can set up an introductory session if they
are new clients. We will constantly improve our teaching methods through continual participation in
certification courses in all aspects of fitness training and nutrition. As a first class exercise facility, the
company promises to deliver the highest level personal service and attention to its members. Beauty
treatments. Our website is linked to the main fitness website that generates millions of hits throughout the
year. This will help create an initial interest in the new company. The company will recruit personal trainers
by posting a flyer on the bulletin board in the Pangani shopping Mall. The creation of a unique, innovative,
mid-scale atmosphere that will differentiate us from other competitors. These traditional efforts are what we
call reactive--that is, they wait until after the worker has been stricken with illness or injury, and then pay for
the necessary treatments. We aim to open and run a facility at full capacity within the first two years with to
members. The permanent employees are: i. The start-up funds will partly fit-out these rooms in our branding
style within four weeks. The owners will manage the business. Memberships will follow the standard model
having off peak, peak and corporate pricing. The women trainers will work with the women, coaching 7 them
on various ways of exercising at the facility. Aden Muktar will show new trainers how the company works,
teaching them the procedure for training clients according to company standards. Therefore, training of
customers will be the key and the option of personal trainers will be available for the customers who prefer to
do so. As the company grows, it will hire more rainers. These trainers have certification or experience in
professional public training, they have the knowledge to help their customers get in better shape. Mrs Yvonne
Stadlings owns and manages BlueSilver, and her recent experience includes opening and growing a successful
day spa and manager of a national health club chain. The unusual service approach will result in a uniquely
low price that Pangani residents can afford. General product and retail sales. Aden Muktar and Mohamed are
the owners and will provide all the capital required to start. These hires will be made by the owner who will
select the trainers based on their exercise experience, their athleticism, and their performance in a "try-out"
staged as an actual personal training session. Respondents to the online survey and the results will be very
important in studying the market. The membership fee might have been too high or the marketing strategy
might not have been sound.


